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AWS AppSync

GraphQL APIs for serverless webapps and real time data



Serverless Apps are cool
● No servers
● No patching
● No capacity guessing
● Pricing
● etc etc..  well, you (hopefully) already know all the advantages..

Look, mom!
No servers!



Serverless Apps with serverless components

Typical REST API combo for WebApps:





Dashboard API Calls:

- Today’s absences

/getAbsencesByDate

- List of departments

/getDepartments

- Team Absences, depending on 
user Department

/getAbsencesByDepartment

→ Provider driven API, instead of consumer driven
→ Many REST calls instead of just one



Consolidate many microservices 
into single API calls?

We could combine all info into one 
single REST call. 

- May be ok for a small app like this

- In larger apps quickly ends in  
countless special cases

And of course requires programming 
and maintaining.. 



REST APIs for real-time data?
If you want to build apps displaying 
real-time data, REST calls will always 
show delayed data!

With REST you have to poll for 
updates every n minutes.

Not relevant for our absence app, but 
may be useful in our shift planer app, 
a webshop ordering queue or sensor 
dashboards!



WebSockets

- Good for real-time data
- Permanent bidirectional 
connection

Looks like we need a 
constantly running server, as 
replacement for Lambda API-
GW?

Goodbye serverless?



AWS AppSync

AWS IoT Hub

Sensor DashboardSensor Dashboard

CRUD/Collaboration Apps



AWS AppSync
Serverless GraphQL Service

● GraphQL query APIs (HTTP POST)
● WebSockets for subscription to real-time updates
● Even has offline-support!
● Seamlessly integrated into AWS serverless goodies:

DynamoDB, Lambda, Cognito..



What is GraphQL?

- Developed by Facebook, made public in 2015, SDL added in 2018.
- Allows clients to define structure of required data, and get exactly that
- GraphQL client libraries available for many languages (Apollo)



GraphQL – Query Language for APIs

- Ask for what you need, get exactly that
- Get many resources in a single request
- Single API endpoint for everything
- Describe what’s possible with a type system
- Evolve API without versions https://graphql.org



Ask for what you need and get exactly that

Request:

Response:



Get many resources in a single request



Describe what’s possible with a type system

→ Did you notice? You can 
now build relations in 
DynamoDB without coding!
 
HOW COOL IS THAT!?!1!

v



GraphQL API interactions

Query
HTTP POST

Mutation
HTTP POST

Subscription
WebSocket

query HeroNameAndFriends {
  hero {
    name
    friends {
      name
    }
  }
}

mutation {
 createTask(title:”Cleanup”){

id
 }
}

subscription {
 onCreateComment{

id
 }
}



Let’s see this in action

Event Demo WebApp in React

with real-time comment updates



User A User B





Offline 
interaction

UI is updated 
immediately, but 
request remains in the 
queue



Optimistic UI

● optimisticReponse in mutate function

Update the UI immediately, instead of 
waiting for server response. 

Not just for offline mode.
App appears to be faster for the user!



Create a new AWS AppSync API

● Open the AWS web console in a supported region and navigate 
to “Mobile Services > AppSync”



There are sample client 
apps available for:

- Angular (Web)
- React (Web)
- React Native
- iOS
- Android

Selecting a demo app will 
create required resources 
in the background 
(DynamoDB tables etc)





For webapps you will most probably use cognito







DynamoDB table as data source without Lambda



GraphQL schema automatically created 
from existing DynamoDB table data!

Or you can write your Schema first and 
click the “Create Resources” button.



Another schema example

Access control

Mandatory fields



Attach resolvers to create relations



ACL using Resolver Mapping Templates

Allow owner of document to read (based on field value in dynamoDB)

#if($context.result["Owner"] == $context.identity.username)
    $utils.toJson($context.result);
#else
    $utils.unauthorized()
#end

 Apache Velocity Template Language (VTL)



Query testing tool



Code samples: Query by ID



Automatic conflict resolution in the cloud

● Client wins
● Server wins
● Silent reject
● Custom Lambda Fn

Useful when using offline mode



AppSync vs. API-GW+Lambda
● Almost no backend coding required
● Easy to implement access control, even on field level
● Build object relations, without coding
● Object related definition, type-save programming
● Real time subscriptions to events
● Offline support incl. conflict resolution (useful for mobile 

webapps)
● Perfect for CRUD. API-GW+Lambda for complex tasks. 



Pricing

Query and Data Modification Operations
● AppSync: $4 per million Query and Data Modification Operations

(API-GW: $3.50 per million API calls received, plus the cost of data transfer out, plus lambda 
execution time!)

Real-time Updates
● $2 per million Real-time Updates

● $0.08 per million minutes of connection to the AWS AppSync service



Explore the demos!

Angular2 Demo: https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-mobile-appsync-chat-starter-angular
React Demo: https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-mobile-appsync-events-starter-react

BTW: You can also use NodeJS to connect to AppSync!

Documentation: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/appsync/latest/devguide/welcome.html

https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-mobile-appsync-chat-starter-angular
https://github.com/aws-samples/aws-mobile-appsync-events-starter-react
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/appsync/latest/devguide/welcome.html


Thanks for attending this AWSome Day session

richard.schmid @ webgate.biz
blog.webgate.biz

Join the AWS Swiss User Group on meetup.com
for more AWS technical sessions,

or follow our blog.
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